In this paper we consider a finite queue with its arrivals controlled by the Random Early Detection (RED) algorithm. This is one of the most prominent congestion avoidance schemes in the Internet routers. The aggregate arrival stream from the population of TCP sources is locally considered stationary renewal or MMPP with general packet length distribution. We study the exact dynamics of this queue and provide the stability and the rates of convergence to the stationary distribution and obtain the packet loss probability and the waiting time distribution. Then we extend these results to a two traffic class case with each arrival stream renewal. But computing the performance indices for this system becomes computationally prohibitive. Thus in the latter half of the paper we approximate the dynamics of the average queue length process asymptotically via an ODE. We estimate the error term via a diffusion approximation. We use these results to obtain approximate transient and stationary performance of the system. Finally, we provide some computational examples to show the accuracy of these approximations.
Introduction
Random Early Detection (RED) was proposed by Floyd and Jacobson [13] as an effective mechanism to control the congestion in the network routers/gateways. It also helps to prevent the global synchronization in the TCP connections sharing a congested router and to reduce the bias against bursty connections. It was an improvement over the previous proposals such as Random Drop and Early Random Drop (see Hashem [14] , Mankin and the Internet by applying RED with different parameter settings to the "In" and "Out" packets of the flows arriving at a router. See Internet RFC2475 [3] for details on the Diff Serv Architecture.
To be able to apply RED in the differentiated services environment it is important to study its queuing behavior in detail. For example, to provide any guarantees on throughput and delays one needs to study these as a function of the RED parameters. Previously this has been studied via simulations in Floyd and Jacobson [13] and in Lin and Morris [18] .
However, it is useful to complement these efforts with an analytical study.
In a more recent reference a simple analytical model of this mechanism has been developed in May et al. [21] and Bonald and May [4] . However, RED is more complicated and several of its important features (e.g. average queue length threshold and the counter during congestion build up time) have not been captured in this model. A more detailed analysis has been presented in Peeters and Blondia [23] . They consider a slotted system with the packet lengths having a truncated geometric distribution. Then a finite Markov chain approximation for the overall system is made. Other recent papers on the performance of RED, although not explicitly on analytical modeling of it, include Ott et. al. [22] and Feng et. al. [12] .
A full description of the problem should consider a closed system consisting of two parts, a) a queue receiving an aggregate flow of packets and reacting dynamically to the changes in the total flow rate under the control of the RED algorithm, and b) the population of TCP sources, each of which reacts to the packet losses at the queue as determined by the TCP flow control mechanism (see Figure 1 ). In this paper we focus on part a) of the problem.
It is reasonable to assume that, locally, the aggregate traffic stream can be described by a Poisson process (or maybe by some more refined model, such as MMPP). In general, the arrival rate of the aggregate packet stream is time varying (or the parameters of the MMPP are time varying). However, the typical time scale of these variations is of the order of a round trip time, which for long distance TCP connections is long in comparison with the time scale of the dynamics of the queue in a core network router. In this case the queue will be in a quasi equilibrium.
So as a first approximation for part a) it is meaningful to consider the behavior of a RED controlled queue receiving a Poisson or an MMPP stream of packets. This problem is studied in detail in this paper and results relating to the stability of the queue and the equilibrium of the queue are provided. Given these results, from point of view of part b) of the system the queue can be considered as a black box which has a given relation between the parameters of the (stationary) input process and packet losses. The analysis of the dynamics of the system b), however, is outside the scope of the present paper.
When the time scale of the variations of system b) is not very much longer than that of system a) the stationarity assumption of the input process is no longer valid. This leads us to consider the transient behavior of the RED controlled queue. We present a new approach based on asymptotical approximation which leads to an ODE description of the average queue length dynamics. We obtain approximate transient and stationary behavior of the system via this approximation. The error in the ODE approximation is quantified by diffusion limits.
In this paper, in particular, we consider the transient where an initially empty system starts to receive the input stream at time 0. The same technique, however, can be used virtually without any modification to describe the case where input process varies smoothly in time.
Again, given these results, the RED controlled queue can be considered as a black box relating, now dynamically, the input process and packet losses. Such a model can then be incorporated in a larger model describing the interaction of parts a) and b).
Finally, we consider the special case of exponential packet size distribution and Poisson arrival process which allows us to derive some exact results. The accuracy of the ODE approximation is also tested in this exponential case against simulated results.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we explain the RED algorithm. In section 3 we prove the stability (ergodicity) of its queuing model as well as the rates of convergence to the stationary distribution for the renewal and MMPP (Markov Modulated Poisson Process) arrival streams with general packet length distributions. Next we extend these results to a two traffic class case. In the process we extend our analysis to regenerative arrival streams. In section 4 we provide the ODE approximation and the diffusion approximations. In section 5 we explicitly write formulae for the exponential interarrival and service times. In section 6 we verify our approximations via computations and simulations.
The RED Algorithm
This section explains the model we study in this paper.
Consider a queue with a finite buffer which can hold up to K packets at a time. This could be the queue at an output link of a router. The input to the queue is a renewal sequence or an MMPP and the packet lengths are i.i.d. with a general distribution. The arriving packets to the queue are subjected to admission control by the RED algorithm, explained below.
Let q n be the queue length, i.e. the number of packets in the system (including the one in service) at the time of the n th packet arrival. Let q n be the average queue length (to be defined below) at the n th arrival. The n th packet will be discarded with probability p n , which depends upon q n and the past history. By defining p n appropriately, the RED algorithm controls congestion in the router before its queues overflow. Fix the constants p max , T min and
Then, with probability p n , discard the packet and c n = 0, and, with probability 1 − p n , queue the packet.
The average queue length q n is defined as
where m = (idle time during the interarrival time of the n th packet)/s, s = typical transmission time for a small packet, and 0 < β < 1 is an appropriately fixed constant. Typically β is chosen to be relatively small, e.g. Floyd and Jacobson [13] propose using β ≥ 0.001 and use β = 0.002 in their simulations.
In the above algorithm, it is possible that p n can become negative or greater than 1. In that case we set p n = 0 or 1 as the case may be. Also, it is possible that the algorithm decides that an arriving packet should be admitted but q n = K. In that case the packet will be discarded and we set c n = 0.
Clark and Fang [7] suggest using this algorithm to provide differentiated service. The packets of different flows are classified into two classes, class 1 and class 2. The admission of class i packets to the queue is controlled by the RED algorithm with parameters T min,i , T max,i and p max,i . Class 1 is given higher priority by assigning
The class 1 comprises of the packets of "premium" service class which are in conformance with their traffic profiles. The class 2 carries the best effort traffic and the packets of the premium class which are not in conformance with their traffic profiles. Also, for traffic class 1 we consider the average queue length q n of only class 1 packets while for class 2 the average queue length of all the packets is considered in the algorithm.
The Analysis
In this section we study the process {(q n , q n , c n )} corresponding to the queue defined in the previous section. We show the stability of the queue and provide the rates of convergence to the stationary distribution. It is computationally very intensive to obtain these stationary distributions even for Poisson arrivals and exponential service times. Therefore, in section 4 we will obtain asymptotic approximations for our system. As mentioned earlier, our model is much more realistic than the one studied in May et al. [21] . In section 3.1 we study the queue with renewal arrival stream. In section 3.2 we consider an MMPP arrival sequence. Section 3.3 extends the results to the two traffic class case while at the same time generalizes the arrival stream to a regenerative sequence (which covers the models of long range dependent traffic considered in the literature).
Renewal Arrivals
The process {(q n , q n , c n )} has state space
Actually q n can exceed T max a little but for the purpose of this section it will not make any difference. We will assume that the interarrival times (positive with nonzero probability) and the packet lengths form i.i.d. sequences with general distributions and these sequences are independent of each other. Then {(q n , q n , c n )} becomes a regenerative process with the visit times to the state (0, 0, −1) as regeneration epochs. If we show that the regeneration length τ of the process has a finite mean and an aperiodic distribution, then this process will have a unique stationary distribution π (Asmussen [1] ). Also, starting from any initial distribution, it will converge to π in total variation. To be able to show this we will make extra assumptions. First, once q n is nonzero, it may not become zero again even though it may come arbitrarily close to it. Therefore, we modify the queue dynamics. We choose an arbitrarily small positive constant ε < T min such that whenever q n ≤ ε we make q n = 0. If ε is chosen small enough, it will not affect the dynamics and the performance of the system.
In addition, to do the computations later on, we will need to discretize the range [0, T max ] of q n anyway which will require us to make such a change. Next we need to take care of the residual service time of the packet being transmitted at the time of an arrival. To control this quantity we will make various alternative assumptions -the service time can be phase type or New Better than Used (NBU) or bounded (in the Internet and all other existing networks these are bounded). Also, in the practical queue, the number of bits that can be stored is limited. This will enforce the boundedness assumptions on the packets. Under these assumptions we obtain the ergodicity of the process. In the following a and s will denote generic interarrival and service times, respectively.
Start the process {(q n , q n , c n )} in the state (0, 0, −1) at time t = 0. We make the assumption that the service time distribution is of phase type (we will comment on the NBU or the bounded packet length assumption later on). We also assume that the interarrival times are spread-out. Then, there is an ε 1 > 0 and a β 1 > 0 such that P{γ < β 1 } > ε 1 and P{s < β 1 } > ε 1 where γ is a residual service time at the time of an arrival. Then irrespective of the queue length at the time of (say) n th arrival, with probability greater than ε K 1 , the queue will be empty at time K β 1 (if (n + 1) th arrival has not come yet). Also, let N 1
be an integer such that (1 − β) N 1 T max < ε. By the spread-out property of a (actually we need only that P{a > Kβ 1 + N 1s } > δ for some δ > 0), the probability that the (n + 1) th arrival comes after time K β 1 + N 1s is positive. Therefore, with a positive probability (lower bounded away from 0) whenever the next arrival, i.e. (n + 1) th arrival, to the system occurs, q n+1 = 0, q n+1 < ε (then we make q n+1 = 0) and hence c n+1 = −1. Therefore, by the geometric coin tossing argument, Eτ
we have shown that with a positive probability this event occurs at the (n + 1) th arrival also. Hence, τ is aperiodic. This provides the existence and uniqueness of the stationary distribution π and also convergence to it in total variation.
If, instead of being phase type, s is NBU, then again, we can find a β 1 > 0 and an ε 1 > 0 satisfying the assumptions in the last paragraph. Also, for the bounded packet lengths, the condition is trivially satisfied.
The fact that Eτ α < ∞ holds for α > 1 provides us with the following rate of convergence to stationary distribution (Kalashnikov [15] )
where c is some constant and the process can start at n = 0 in any arbitrary distribution.
Furthermore, from Sharma [24] , using the boundedness of (q n , q n ), when Eτ 2 < ∞, we obtain the functional central limit theorem for the process (q n , q n ). We will use this fact to obtain diffusion approximations in the next section.
Next let us consider the continuous time process {(q(t), q(t), c(t)), t ≥ 0} where (q(t), q(t), c(t))
represents the state of the system at time t. This process is also regenerative with regeneration epochs at the arrival epochs to the state (0, 0, −1). Then the regeneration length τ for this process is
n=0 a n , where {a n } are the interarrival times, if n = 0 is a regeneration
this then follows the existence and uniqueness of the stationary distribution π and the rate of convergence (3) for the continuous time process also.
If the arrival process is Poisson, then by PASTA, the time stationary distribution of q(t) is the same as that of q n . Thus, knowing π, by Little's law, we know the mean sojourn time of a packet admitted to the queue.
Next we consider the waiting time process {w n } where w n is the waiting time of the n th packet. The process {(w n , q n , q n , c n )} is also regenerative with regeneration state (0, 0, 0, −1) which occurs whenever (q n , q n , c n ) = (0, 0, −1). Thus we have also shown the existence and uniqueness of its stationary distribution π and the rates of convergence to π for this process.
But, for our finite queue, the waiting times may still be unbounded (because we have not assumed the packet lengths to be bounded). However, since for 0 ≤ m ≤ τ − 1,
for any p > 1 and
If we can compute π, we will be able to compute the stationary probability of packet loss also.
However, because q is real valued, even when (q n , q n , c n ) is Markov, it is computationally very expensive to obtain π and π. Therefore, in section 4 we will use a decomposition approach to substantially ease this job.
MMPP Arrivals
The assumption of i.i.d. interarrival times is restrictive because it is known that in networks the interarrival sequence is correlated. Thus, now we extend our results to the case when the interarrival sequence is an MMPP modulated by a finite state irreducible Markov chain {J(t)}. We assume that when J(t) = i then the instantaneous arrival rate is λ i (for convenience we will keep the packet length distributions independent of J(t) although this condition can also be generalized). Fix a state i 0 of {J(t)}. We will consider (0, 0, −1, i 0 ) to be a regeneration state for the process {(q n , q n , c n , J n )} where J n is the state of {J(t)} at the arrival instant of the n th packet to the queue. Start this process in state (0, 0, −1, i 0 ) at time n = 0. Again we denote the inter-visit time to (0, 0, −1, i 0 ) by τ . Now consider the proof for the i.i.d. case given in section 3.1. Even for the MMPP case, we can find an ε 2 > 0 such that an interarrival time for this process under any state of J(t) is greater than K β 1 + N 1s with probability ε 2 > 0. Thus, the next visit time to state (0, 0, −1) by (q n , q n , c n ) will have finite α th moment for any α > 0. Once state (0, 0, −1) is reached, with a probability lower bounded by an ε 3 > 0, the following event will happen: In an interval of length δ 2 , J(t)
will reach state i 0 , and in a further interval of length δ 2 , J(t) will still be in state i 0 while there is an arrival to the queue. That will ensure that state (0, 0, −1, i 0 ) is reached by the process with a positive probability (lower bounded away from zero) once state (0, 0, −1) is reached. Now, previous arguments ensure that the process {(q n , q n , c n , J n )} has regeneration lengths with finite α th moment for each α. Aperiodicity of τ can also be shown as before.
Thus, we obtain for this process, existence and uniqueness of the stationary distribution and convergence rate (3) . Finiteness of the moments of the waiting times can also be shown as before. Now, the time stationary distribution π of (q(t), q(t), c(t), J(t)) (the existence and uniqueness of the stationary distribution etc. for this process can be justified as for the i.i.d.
case) is related to that of π by
where π j is the stationary probability of {J(t)}.
Two Traffic Classes
Next we extend the above results to the two traffic class case described in section 2 for
Clark's scheme of differentiated services Clark [7] . Now we need to consider the process {(q n , q n,1 , q n , c n,1 , c n,2 )}, where c n,i is the counter for class i, q n is the total queue length at the n th packet's arrival epoch (of the total traffic), q n is the total average queue length and q n,1 is the average queue length of class 1 traffic. Now, one technicality arises when we consider the two arrival streams {(a n,i , s n,i )}, i = 1, 2 to be independent renewal sequences.
Their superposition is not a renewal sequence unless both sequences are Poisson. Thus we generalize the framework which will not only allow us to handle this case but also to treat the MMPP case simultaneously (and in fact this allows the long range dependence in the arrival stream). This technique was first used in Sharma [26] using the theory in Kalashnikov [15] .
We assume the arrival stream of each class to be a regenerative sequence. Then under weak conditions (see Kalashnikov [15] and Sharma [26] ), we can have common regeneration epochs for both arrival streams (we denote the total arrival stream by {(a n , s n )}). This common regeneration lengthτ has spread-out distribution and finite α th moment if the regeneration lengths of both individual streams have the corresponding properties. We also assume that the probability that no packet arrives to the system during a common regeneration length τ (excluding the end points) is ε 4 > 0. Now making the assumption of phase type, NBU or bounded service times of each class i (not both classes need to satisfy the same assumption)
we can repeat the arguments of the i.i.d. traffic case for the single class system to show that with a probability lower bounded by (say) ε 5 > 0, irrespective of the state of the system at a common regeneration epoch, at the next such epoch the system will have the regeneration state (0, 0, 0, −1, −1) for the process {(q n , q n,1 , q n , c n,1 , c n,2 )}. Thus all our previous results will hold for this system.
Asymptotic Approximations
Until now we have been studying the system exactly. But to compute the performance indices exactly requires unrealistic computational resources even for exponential interarrival and service time distributions. Thus in this section we develop approximation techniques which can provide asymptotically exact approximations of some of the quantities of interest.
In sections 5 and 6 we will provide some numerical results to show the accuracy of these approximations. Throughout this section the interarrival times are i.i.d. generally distributed or MMPP while the service time distributions will be phase type for some of the results.
For simplicity we will restrict our study to the single class case only.
The key parameter controlling the dynamics of the system is q n . The first time q n exceeds T min indicates the time of onset of the congestion state. When q n exceeds T max , we declare that the system is too congested. Therefore, it is of interest to study the process { q n } and the epochs when it exceeds T min and T max . Furthermore, when β is small (as suggested for practical systems) the process { q n } moves very slowly as compared to (q n , c n ). Thus the process {(q n , q n , c n )} converges to stationarity slowly (therefore the transient period becomes important from practical point of view). However, the (q n , c n ) component varies rapidly, and, for a given q n = q, (q n , c n ) obeys approximately the stationary distribution of the {(q n , c n )} process where q n controlling the RED mechanism, as defined in Section 2, is fixed, i.e. q n = q for all n. (This is similar to the decomposition approach of Courtois [8] .) This artificial process is denoted by {q n ( q), c n ( q)}. It is easy to show that {( q n , c n )} has a unique stationary distribution for any q. Also starting from any initial conditions the process converges in total variation to it. It is computationally much easier to obtain the stationary distribution of {q n ( q), c n ( q)} because of the reduction in the dimensionality. Now, the actual average queue length q n , as given by (1), is not constant but moves slowly according to
whenever q n > 0, and to emphasize the dependence of (q n , q n , c n ) on β we have appended β as a superscript to these quantities. In this section we will do similarly to the other quantities, as well.
Since we are really interested in the system dynamics when the system is heavily loaded (at least not lightly loaded because then the system behaves as a usual queue), q n = 0 will rarely happen and hence (4) will provide a good enough approximation of { q n } in the system.
(Actually the error thus introduced depends upon β ands also and can be nonneglible. But we will show that our main results -the ODE approximation -can be proved even with the inclusion of this correction. However, for simplicity in the main text in the rest of the paper we will ignore this correction.) Studying (4) exactly is not possible for our system. But in practice β will be small and hence we study (4) as β ↓ 0.
An advantage of identifying (4) as the key equation is that it has been well studied in the stochastic approximation literature (see Benveniste et al. [2] , Macchi [19] and Kushner and
Yin [17] ). But the fact that β is constant ("constant step size" case) and {q β n } depends on β precludes the use of most of the results available in the literature. However, this case has also been studied and we will use those results extensively in this section.
As a first order approximation of (4), we will show that the process { q β n } when suitably scaled will converge in probability to the solution of a deterministic ODE (ordinary differential equation) as β ↓ 0. This approximation is an analog of the law of large numbers (LLN). We will use the solution of the ODE to obtain approximate behavior of the sample paths of { q β n } for small β. This, in particular, will provide an approximation of the first time to visit T min and T max and the distribution of the queue length (stationary as well as transient) and the probability of loss. The next step will be to obtain a second order refinement of this approximation (analogous to the central limit theorem) by providing a diffusion approximation to the error between the sample paths of { q β n } and the solution of the ODE. We shall provide a justification of this approximation and verify via the numerical examples in section 6. The theoretical justification of the above results will be provided in the appendix at the end. Section 4.1 provides the ODE approximation and section 4.2 the diffusion approximation.
ODE Approximation
Let us consider (4) with q
for t > 0 where t/β is the integer part of t/β. Define the ODE
where E π [q(z)] is the mean (quasi) stationary queue length if { q n } is identically equal to z.
If a < T min then as long as z(t) ≤ T min (6) reduces to
where E[q] is the mean stationary queue length of a finite buffer queue (without the RED control).
Using the results of Kushner and Vazquez-Abad [16] , we show in the appendix that for any
( p → denotes convergence in probability) as β → 0, where z(t) is the solution of (6) . By the boundedness of z β (t), this also implies the convergence of all the moments of z β (t) to that of z(t). In particular, we obtain that Var[ z β (t) − z(t)] → 0 as β ↓ 0 for any t ≥ 0. At the end of appendix A1 we will also indicate how this result can be proved even when we include the idle time correction (as compared to (4) the stationary distribution of (q n (z(nβ)), c n (z(nβ))). This also provides an approximation of the packet loss probability at the n th arrival instant. As mentioned before, since for small β the system stays in a transient period for a long time (probably always because new flows arrive and terminate), these transient performance indices are in fact more important than the stationary distributions and moments.
This motivates us to obtain the solution of the ODE (6). In the appendix we show that (6) has a unique, bounded, continuous solution, extendable to infinity for all initial conditions 0 ≤ a ≤ T max . Also, we show that (6) has a unique global attractor q * which can easily be obtained by either iteratively finding the zero of the right side of (6), i.e.
or by numerically finding the solution of the ODE until it reaches the attractor (approximately). To obtain the solution of (6) for any initial a, we can use the standard numerical techniques. Observe that it is much easier (computationally) to obtain E π [q(z(t))] for any z(t) than to obtain the stationary mean queue length of the system. Furthermore, if a < T min , then to obtain the solution of the ODE until z(t) = T min , we can solve the simple ODE (7) which has an explicit solution
If a < T min and E[q] < T min then this solution is valid for (6) 
. From this we can also obtain the stationary probability of packet loss.
Quantifying the ODE Error
In this section we estimate the error in the ODE approximation via a diffusion approximation.
Although the following diffusion approximation should hold for the general case, our justifi-cation in the appendix using results from Bucklew et al. [6] is limited only to the ODE (7).
The interarrival times can be general i.i.d. or MMPP while the service times can be general 
where {B(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T } is a zero mean standard Brownian Motion and
where {q n } is taken under stationarity.
For the exponential special case of section 5, we can compute σ 2 more explicitly via
where
with π(k) denoting the k th component of the stationary distribution of {q n } (in this case the stationary distribution of an M/M/1/K queue) and P is the transition matrix of {q n }. The vector u is given by
Equation (10) is the well known Langevin equation. It has a strong, unique (up to indistinguishability) solution {X(t)}. Also, {X(t)} is a Gaussian diffusion with
and has stationary distribution which is Gaussian with mean zero and variance σ Although we do not have rigorous justification of the diffusion approximation of the error for the general ODE (6), the process {X β (t)} in this case should converge weakly to the diffusion satisfying the stochastic differential equation
{q k (z)} is under stationarity. For the special case of z < T min , this equation reduces to (10) .
One can further carry on with the approximation procedure by observing that as t → ∞, z(t) → q * and hence for large t we can approximate the solution of (13) by the solution of
The justification of this can be obtained from Theorem 15, in Benveniste et al. [2, p. 335 ].
The two crucial assumptions of this theorem (A-i, A-ii) are satisfied by our system (see appendix A1) although we do not have a full justification. As a result of this theorem we obtain that X βn (t n ) converges in distribution to a Gaussian r.v. with mean 0 and variance
for β small where X β denotes X β (t) under stationarity.
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In this section we present more specific forms of the previous results for the case where the arrival process is Poisson and the packet size distribution is exponential. In particular we consider the conditional process {(q n ( q), c n ( q))}, i.e. the process {(q n , c n )} conditioned on the controlling q n being identically equal to q. The results obtained here will be used in the next section to compare with the simulations.
As noted before, when q n < T min , c ≡ −1 and the process {q n } is simply the queue length of an ordinary M/M/1/K queue. Let q be a r.v. with the stationary distribution of q n , i.e.
and the generating function
where ρ is the offered load of the system. From this we can derive the moments E[q] and
Var [q] . In particular, for the expectation we get
The case T min ≤ q ≤ T max requires a more detailed analysis. As described before, the packets are rejected with the probability p cn , where
and
(Here we use notation where the subscript of p c refers to the value of the counter rather than to the index n of the arrival.) For c n > C( q) − 1 we define p c = 1. The state space of
, where C is the smallest integer equal to or greater than C. Since the arrivals are Poisson the stationary distribution of {q n ( q), c n ( q))} is the same as that of the corresponding continuous time system with the state transition diagram as shown in Figure 2 . The transition rates for a generic state are shown on the right.
Note that for an infinite queue, K = ∞, the process {c n } alone constitutes a Markov process.
Its transition diagram is given on the rhs of the Figure. It is easy to see that the stationary distribution of c n (for an integer value of C( q)) is
Consequently, p l π l is constant 2/C(C + 1), i.e. all values of c n are equally probable at the point where the rejection actually occurs. This was also noted in Stallings [27] .
We are, however, more interested in the marginal distribution of q n ( q) which can only be solved by first considering the full Markov process {(q n ( q), c n ( q))}. The stationary distribution of this 2-dimensional process or the corresponding continuous time process can be solved numerically, given the transition diagram of Figure 2 . Let (q( q), c( q)) be a pair of random variables obeying the stationary distribution. From the 2-dimensional stationary distribution one can determine the marginal distribution of q( q) and, in particular, its ex-
Finally the attractor q * is obtained as the solution of the equation (9),
Numerical Results
Here we illustrate the use of some of the results obtained in the earlier sections. The system parameters are chosen to be the following: K = 50, T min = 20, T max = 40 and p max = 1.
The packets are assumed to arrive according to a Poisson process with arrival rate λ and the packet lengths are assumed to be exponentially distributed with parameter µ. Unless otherwise stated, the load of the system is assumed to be ρ = λ/µ = 1.5. For a system of this size the direct discretization approach (by discretizing q to obtain a countable state Markov chain) would not allow us to investigate the performance for the values of β that have been suggested in the literature without running into problems with the size of the state space of the discretized process. Thus, in the following, we compare the accuracy of our approximations against simulated results.
First we illustrate the effect of the RED control on the performance of the queue. Figure (3) plots the attractor q * as a function of the load ρ obtained as a solution to (9) . We showed
Thus for small β, q * approximates the mean stationary queue length. Hence, from the figure we can clearly see how the average queue length increases until it reaches the threshold T min at which point the rapid increase is being cut down by the RED control algorithm.
Next we show the convergence of the sample paths of z β (t) when β ↓ 0 (see Figure 4 ) to the solution of the ODE (6) (see Figure 5 , left hand side, lower curve). The solution of (6) is obtained numerically by using the formulae provided in section 5. q n ) it reduces the overflow probability, thus also reducing the probability of the global synchronization effect. This also verifies our decomposition heuristic for the probability of packet discarding.
As can be seen from the simulated results (see Figures 5 and 6 ), the actual system with finite β has an oscillatory behavior. This can be explained as follows. We have considered the { q n } process in the asymptotic limit β → 0. The changes in the process are then so slow that the {q n } process can be assumed to be in the equilibrium. However, the {q n } process follows its own dynamics and when a change in { q n } takes place, it takes a finite time before the equilibrium is attained. The related time constant is independent of β. Thus, when β increases the slowness of the {q n } process becomes, in relative terms, more important. In this regime we see overshooting and oscillations typical of control systems with time lag in the control loop.
We have also computed the approximate variance of z β (t) for t ≤ τ The above convergence holds if the service time distributions are phase type, using the same arguments (now ξ n will also include the phase of the packet being transmitted). One can try to extend the results to the case of general service time distributions by taking into account the residual service time of the packet being transmitted but we have not studied this extension. This generalization is more of theoretical interest only since any distribution can be arbitrarily closely approximated by phase type distributions. Also, in the context of the ODE (7) this generalization is obtained directly from Bucklew et al. [6] .
From Kushner and Vazquez-Abad [16] we also obtain under the same assumptions that Thus, we have verified all the assumptions required.
Now we show that the ODE (6) has a unique solution for each initial condition a and the solution extends upto infinity and is bounded. We also show that this ODE has a unique global attractor to which each such solution converges. The justification for convergence to the solution of (6) provided above is limited to the case where the service times are phase type and the counter c n is upper bounded by a constant c. Thus we limit our discussion to this case. Under these conditions the process {(q n ( q), c n ( q))} for q ≤ T max is a finite state irreducible Markov chain independent of β. Also, as observed above, its transition matrix is a continuous function of q ( for continuity at q = T max , we need p max = 1, which we assume here). Then by the finite state space, stationary distribution of this Markov chain and hence also E π [q n ( q)] is a continuous function of q for all q ≤ T max . We need Lipschitz continuity with respect to q for obtaining a unique local solution of the ODE. For this we modify the rejection probability of RED around T min and T max a little, to make it differentiable.
Then E π [q n ( q)] also becomes differentiable. This implies the Lipschitz continuity. This provides a local solution of the ODE (6) for each initial condition 0 ≤ a ≤ T max . Next observe that E π [q n (T max )] = 0 when p max = 1 (or at T max + δ in case of the other linear approximation mentioned) and E π [q n ( q)] is a nonincreasing continuous function of q with 0 < E π [q n (0)] < ∞. Thus (see the Figure 7 ) the equation E π [q n ( q)] = q has a unique solution q * . This is the unique attractor of the ODE (6). Also, observe that when z(t) = q < q * then E π [q n ( q)] − q > 0 and the solution z(t) of (6) strictly increases. Similarly when z(t) = q > q * then E π [q n ( q)] − q < 0 and hence z(t) strictly decreases. Thus irrespective of z(0) = a ≤ T max , z(t) converges monotonically to q * . This, along with the existence of (locally) a solution of (6) shown above, provides the existence and uniqueness of a solution of (6) for each a ≤ T max and convergence to q * (thus also the solution exists for all time and is bounded). Furthermore, the solution is a continuous function.
A2: Diffusion Approximation
Next we justify the diffusion approximation to the error in the ODE approximation only in the limited context of (7). We use Theorem 2 of Bucklew at. al. [6] . In their terminology, 
